Contraindications and adverse effects in abdominal imaging
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Abstract

Ultrasound (US), computed-tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are the most frequently used imaging techniques in abdominal pathology. US plays a pivotal role in evaluating abdominal disease, sometimes being sufficient for a complete diagnosis and has virtually no contraindications. The usage of US contrast agents will add useful diagnostic information in both hepatic and non-hepatic pathology. CT has, over MRI, the advantage of being readily available. The usage of ionizing radiation is the main pitfall of CT. Allergies and contrast induced nephropathy in patients with an impaired renal function are the major risks of contrast media administration in CT. Its excellent tissue resolution makes MRI a very useful technique in abdominal pathology, the major contraindications being the presence of MRI “unsafe” implants and devices and the presence of metallic foreign bodies, particularly close to vital structures like the eyes or major vessels. Contrast administration in MRI is restricted in patients with renal insufficiency due to the risk of nephrogenic systemic fibrosis. Allergies to MRI contrast media are rare and less important compared to allergies due to CT contrast media.
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Introduction

The use of medical imaging techniques for depiction and follow-up of illness has greatly expanded during the last two decades. Abdominal diseases are no exception and diagnosis, in the field of abdominal pathology, is largely dependent on imaging techniques. Ultrasound (US), computed-tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) have wide indications in abdominal pathology. Unfortunately, imaging techniques such as CT or MRI can produce side effects which are harmful to the patient or have contraindications which limit their diagnostic capacity [1]. The aim of this review is to summarize the contraindications and adverse effects of imaging techniques, which sometimes limit their usage.

The same collective of authors have recently published a paper “Reasons for inadequate or incomplete imaging techniques” [1]. The main idea for both papers was that, despite the developments made in the imaging field over the last decades which offer great improvements in the quality of diagnosis of abdominal pathology, there are some limitations and situations when one of the techniques is not suitable or does not offer the desired amount of information so much so that it should be replaced by another method. Contraindications for dif-
different techniques and precautions that have to be taken in situations such as exposure to ionizing radiation and administration of contrast media can further diminish the amount of diagnostic information offered by imaging.

Ultrasound

US is a very useful and well-established tool for abdominal imaging. US is readily available, comparatively inexpensive, and easily accepted by the patient [2]. In most cases it is the first imaging technique used in abdominal pathology and, in many cases US offers enough information for a proper diagnosis and therapeutic management with no need for further imaging [1].

Contraindications and adverse effects of ultrasound

The concern about potential harmful side-effects of US is in obstetric examinations. US has limited adverse effects and can be safely used to monitor pregnancy or to investigate the baby under most circumstances [2]. But some precautions have to be taken because, even if US is considered to be a safe imaging technique, it has potential to produce side-effects on the body. These effects are divided between thermal with heating of tissues and mechanical with the formation of small pockets of gas in body fluids or tissues (cavitation). The long term consequences of these effects are still unknown [3]. The American Institute of Ultrasound in Medicine (AIUM) has advocated prudent use of US imaging in pregnancy. The use of US during pregnancy for non-medical purposes such as obtaining fetal videos has been discouraged. Some precautions have to be taken in obstetric US; particularly in early pregnancy exposure time has to be limited to the minimum and thermal and mechanical indices have to be kept as low as possible. Doppler US examination should be avoided when possible in the first trimester of pregnancy [2,3].

Contrast enhanced ultrasound (CEUS)

US contrast agents (UCA) have been introduced more recently compared to contrast agents in CT and MRI [4]. UCA are safe with only minimal risk to patients. UCA are not renally excreted, they do not interact with renal function and, therefore, can be safely administered to patients with renal insufficiency with no risk of contrast related nephropathy or nephrogenic systemic fibrosis [5,6]. UCA do not contain iodine. There is no need for renal and thyroid function tests or any blood assessments prior to UCA injection. There are no anaphylactic reactions described after the usage of UCA but still UCA have a very low rate of pseudoanaphylactoid reactions (<0.015%) [4-6], lower than the rate with iodinated contrast agents (0.035-0.095%). Pseudoanaphylaxy does not involve an allergic reaction but is due to direct mass cell degranulation. Typical side effects are similar to placebo, headache (2.1%), nausea (0.9%), chest pain (0.8%) and chest discomfort (0.5%) [5,6] with other side effects with a frequency of <0.5%. The extravascular administration of UCA has resulted mainly in catheter related adverse events.

Recently the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the United States of America (USA) has approved the use of Lumason™ (marketed as SonoVue™ Bracco, Milan, outside the USA) for paediatric liver imaging [7].

Pseudoallergies to contrast media administration – complement activation-related pseudoallergy (CARPA)

CARPA is a very rare, but severe, pseudoanaphylactic reaction after UCA administration, secondary to a relative recently described variant of type 1 hypersensitivity reaction [8]. In contrast to the more common food and drug allergies, CARPAs are not Ig-E mediated and no previous exposure is needed for the allergic reaction to develop [9]. Their incidence is, as mentioned above, very low (<0.015%). The amplitude of CARPA reactions may vary from mild (sneezing, tingling, urticaria, pruritus) to severe (wheezing, angioedema, cyanosis and anaphylactic shock). These rare allergic reactions are the only risk associated with UCA [9]. The overall rate of fatalities related to the administration of Sonovue is extremely low (0.0006%), clearly lower than the rate of fatalities attributable to iodinated contrast media (0.001%) [5].

Computed tomography

Contraindications and adverse effects

There are no absolute contraindications for CT examination, although there is still a patient risk due to radiation exposure and contrast media administration.

Ionizing radiation in abdominal imaging

Abdomino-pelvic CT is an examination with a relatively high-radiation dose in comparison with chest and head CT, due to the large number of radiosensitive organs in the field of view [1]. Abdominal and pelvic CT imparts a dose of 6–10 mSv to the adult patient [10].

Radiologists and radiology staff have a responsibility to keep the radiation dose and exposure to the patient “as low as reasonably achievable” (ALARA), while still obtaining interpretable images allowing an appropriate diagnosis [11]. Every time when a procedure using ionizing radiation can be substituted with a non-ionizing procedure allowing the same amount of information to be obtained and having the same diagnostic benefit, the non-irradiant procedure should be used. Precautions have to be taken, particularly in children and female patients,
who are more susceptible to the adverse effects of ionizing radiation; children may be ten times more radio-sensitive than adults [12]. The relative risk of carcinogenesis is 3 times higher in children below the age of 10 years than it is in adults [13]. If the requirement for an abdominal CT is unavoidable for a correct diagnosis, some simple measures that help to lower the dose should be considered. The patient should be correctly centered within the gantry. A 30-mm off-center distance increases the dose by 12–18%, while a 60-mm off-center distance increases the dose by 41–49% [14]. The patient’s arms should be raised above the head during the exposure. It was shown that patients with one hand remaining parallel or above the abdomen during a procedure had an increase in dose of about 18%, while patients with both hands remaining above the abdomen had an increase in dose of about 45% [15]. Non-necessary radiopaque objects should be removed from patients (e.g. wires or leads), as they can increase radiation dose. Many low-radiation dose protocols have been developed during recent years, although most of them also lead to reduced image quality and conspicuity [16,17]. Such protocols are particularly useful in younger patients under the age of 40, or in conditions in which fine detail is not needed, such as in nephrolithiasis [1]. Guidelines such as the American College of Radiology (ACR) Appropriateness Criteria should be used to choose the most appropriate imaging procedure and reduce unnecessary irradiation [1].

**Contrast media in CT scanning**

Contrast media administration is particularly useful in abdominal pathology. In practice most of the indications for abdominal CT need contrast media administration. Exceptions are scans for detection and evaluation of urolithiasis and scans for depiction of pneumoperitoneum in suspected visceral perforation [18,19].

**Allergies to contrast media administration**

Allergy is the main pitfall of CT-contrast media administration. Allergies to contrast media are rare with only 0.6% of patients developing allergic reactions. Severe allergic reactions have an even lower incidence, occurring in 0.04% of patients [20]. Nearly all life-threatening reactions to contrast media occur in the first 20 minutes after contrast media injection [1].

A history of a prior allergy to iodinated contrast media is considered a strong relative contraindication to contrast media administration. Other known allergies, including allergies to Gadolinium (Gd)-based contrast media are not considered contraindications for the administration of iodinated contrast media [21]. However, patients with unrelated allergies have a 2-3 fold higher risk of developing allergic reactions to contrast media [22]. Patients with prior allergy to contrast media have a 5-times greater risk of developing an allergic reaction when contrast media is injected a second time. The use of non-ionic contrast media has contributed to a significant decrease in adverse reactions during contrast media administration [23]. Infants and elderly patients have a lower risk of developing allergic reactions to contrast media administration than middle-aged people.

If contrast media injection is essential for diagnostic purposes, it can be performed even in patients known with previous allergies to iodinated contrast media, after premedication with corticosteroids and antihistamine drugs. Changing the contrast medium has also lowered the incidence of repeated allergic reactions [24].

The pretesting of patients to contrast media does not predict which patients are prone to allergic reactions and does not lower the incidence of contrast media reactions. In a meta-analysis of over 300,000 cases, the predictive value and sensitivity of pretesting for anticipating the reaction to contrast media were extremely low, with values of 1.2% and 3.7% respectively [25].

**Contrast media use in hyperthyroidism**

In patients with symptomatic hyperthyroidism the administration of contrast media is contraindicated because of the risks of developing thyrotoxicosis [21]. Patients with Graves disease and patients with thyroid goiter are at increased risk of developing thyrotoxicosis. The risk is significantly higher in areas with iodine deficiency. Iodine induced thyrotoxicosis is more frequent among elderly and side-effects of iodine administration are more severe in patients with an associated cardiovascular risk [22]. All at-risk patients should be monitored after contrast media administration, preferably by endocrinologists. Selected patients may benefit from prophylactic thyrostatic therapy [26]. Contrast media administration does not interfere with thyroid function in patients with a normally secreting thyroid gland [21].

**Contrast induced nephropathy**

Contrast induced nephropathy (CIN) is a term used to describe a sudden deterioration in renal function caused by the intravascular administration of contrast medium. One of the most used criteria for the diagnosis of CIN is an increase of 0.5 mg/dl over baseline serum creatinine [27]. Iodinated contrast media acts as an independent risk factor for developing CIN in patients with a GFR lower than 30 ml/min/1.73 m², but is rarely nephrotoxic in patients with GFR values between 30 and 45 ml/min/1.73 m² [28,29]. Other risk factors for developing CIN such as diabetes mellitus, arterial hypertension, higher doses of contrast media injected and multiple administrations of contrast media have been proposed but there is no clear proof of an association with CIN [30,31]. Each case should be judged on a patient-by-patient basis, and all
risks, benefits, and alternatives should be taken into account [32]. Patients at high risk for CIN may benefit from hemodialysis after the procedure. Anuric patients in end-stage renal disease with no transplanted kidneys are not at risk of developing CIN; contrast media can be safely administered to such patients [32].

**Patients undergoing treatment with Metformin or Metformin-containing drug combinations**

Metformin is not an independent risk factor for developing acute kidney injury or CIN. The risk from metformin is that patients who develop acute kidney injury while undergoing treatment will develop lactic acidosis more quickly and with more prolonged effects. The recommendation is that Metformin should not be stopped for patients with a GFR higher than 60 ml/min/1.73 m². Administration should be stopped for 48 hours only in patients with impaired renal function [27].

**Magnetic resonance imaging**

**Absolute contraindications**

Absolute contraindications to MR imaging include the presence of “MRI unsafe” implants or devices, and the presence of foreign bodies, particularly if these are located close to the eyes or major vessels.

**Pacemakers and implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICD)**

It has been estimated that 50–75% of patients with pacemakers will have a clinical indication for MRI scanning during the lifetime of the device [33]. The prevalence of pacemakers increases markedly with age; a study performed in Denmark found an overall prevalence of pacemakers of 260/100,000 for a population younger than 65 years, and a prevalence of 2600/100,000 for those older than 75 years [34].

There are a variety of mechanisms by which MRI can affect the functioning of a pacemaker or ICD. The potential pitfalls include device dislodgement, programming changes, asynchronous pacing, activation of anti-tachycardia therapies, and inhibition of pacing output [35]. Sudden death has been reported in patients with pacemakers during or shortly after the MRI procedure [36].

The current recommendations are to avoid conducting MRI studies in patients with pacemakers or ICDs, even if there are reports of patients being safely scanned in centers very experienced in both MRI and cardiovascular pathology [37]. Exceptions are presented by patients who have pacemakers marked as “MRI conditional”, although it should be noted that most pacemakers and all ICDs are not “MRI conditional” but “MRI unsafe”. For MRI to be performed, the entire system (pacemaker and leads) should be marked as “MRI conditional”, not only the pulse generator [37]. Exceptions may occur if there is no other diagnostic tool available and there is an important diagnostic and therapeutic benefit for the patient; in such cases MRI may be performed in very experienced centers [33]. It is recommended that in such cases, a low magnetic field strength scanner should be used, as interference between the magnetic field and the pacemaker increases with the strength of the magnetic field.

Precautions need to be taken in these patients: there is a need to continuously monitor consciousness, heart rate, blood pressure, and oxygen saturation. Visual and acoustic contact must be maintained with the patient throughout the procedure, with the patient being instructed to report any unusual sensations or problems. It must be possible to immediately terminate the scan and evacuate the patient from the scanner, with the staff being trained in advanced cardiac life support. After the procedure, the device must be evaluated to check that it is functioning correctly, with reprogramming sometimes being required [38].

MR studies are also to be avoided in patients with retained transvenous pacemakers and defibrillator leads.

**Implanted neurostimulator**

Exposure to MRI can lead to heating of tissue, induced voltages in the neurostimulator and lead dislodgement. The FDA (Food and Drug Administration) does not recommend MRI in patients with neurostimulators, even though there are studies that have shown no side effects and no malfunctioning of the devices after MR imaging [39]. However, in the last few years “MRI conditional” neurostimulators have been produced [40].

**Metal fragments near the eye or large vessels**

Shifting of metallic foreign bodies under the influence of MRI can lead to damage of vital structures such as nerves, vessels, or the eye. If there is any doubt about the presence or location of a metallic foreign body, an X-ray should be performed prior to the MRI [41]. Surgery to remove the foreign body may be needed to safely perform MRI.

**Brain aneurysm clips made from ferromagnetic material**

MRI is not feasible if brain aneurysm clips are made from ferromagnetic materials. If the clips are made from titanium or titanium alloy, the examination is possible. Over the last decade, MRI compatible clips have been used, so the risk of incompatibility is therefore low, although there is a need for this risk to be checked. If the clip has ferromagnetic properties, its displacement by MRI could lead to damage to brain tissue or hemorrhage [42].

There is a strong recommendation that MRI should not be performed until complete documentation regard-
ing the clips is obtained, and the manufacturers guarantee that the clips are MRI-safe. All intracranial clips manufactured in 1995 or later are considered MR conditional by the manufacturer and can be scanned without further testing. Previous MR imaging of a patient with a brain aneurysm clip cannot be considered indicative of the safe usage of MRI in that patient; data regarding the MR compatibility of the clip are still needed [37].

**Hemodynamic monitoring and temporary pacing devices**

Both pulmonary artery monitoring catheters and temporary transvenous pacing leads contain non-ferromagnetic but electrically conductive material; this makes them inappropriate for MR imaging [43]. The radiofrequency pulses generated during an MRI examination may induce currents that could lead to thermal injuries [44].

**Hemodynamic support devices**

Devices such as intracardiac or intra-aortic pumps have not been tested with regard to their MRI safety. The fact that they contain ferromagnetic material and electrical components leads to the recommendation that MRI is contraindicated [28].

**Contrast media in MRI scanning**

**Gadolinium and the brain**

A number of studies have demonstrated that gadolinium chelates used as contrast media for MR imaging accumulate in brain tissue [45,46]. High signal intensity on T1-weighted images in brain regions such as the globus pallidus and nucleus dentatus after repeated administration of Gd-based contrast media correlates with Gd accumulation in these areas [47,48].

An important problem that rises is whether the type of Gd-based agent affects gadolinium deposition. Depending on the type of ligand and charge, the Gd-based agents are classified as linear ionic, linear non-ionic, macrocyclic ionic and macrocyclic non-ionic [49]. There are a series of retrospective human studies that showed that T1 signal changes in the dentate nucleus and globus pallidus are higher in patients exposed to linear agents. Moreover, prospective studies conducted using animals confirmed that there is an association between exposure to linear Gd-based agents and gadolinium brain deposition, whereas macrocyclic Gd-based agents did not produce significant T1 signal changes in the brain structures [50]. This phenomenon can be explained by the chemical structure of the contrast media, which causes different thermodynamic and kinetic stability. Linear agents are less stable than the macrocyclic ones and they might release more gadolinium [51].

No studies have yet shown that gadolinium retained in the brain leads to side effects. A recent report from the FDA, published in May 2017 [52], suggests that no adverse effects from gadolinium retained in the brain have been identified. Still, because of the unknown long-term potential side effects of Gd-based contrast agents, prudence is recommended in their administration, particularly in the pediatric population. Therefore, gadolinium based contrast agents should only be administered when there is an imperative need, and sequences such as diffusion-weighted imaging should be used to replace administration of contrast media [53].

**Nephrogenic systemic fibrosis**

Nephrogenic systemic fibrosis (NSF) is a rare life-threatening disease that affects patients with renal failure who have had Gd-based contrast agents administered. Because of the risk of developing NSF, patients with a glomerular filtration rate (GFR) lower than 30 ml/min should not receive Gd-based contrast agents. Current evidence suggests that contrast agents may be classified as high risk (gadopentetic acid), medium risk (gadobenate dimeglumine), or low risk (gadoteridol) [54]. Recent clinical evidence suggests that the administration of group II Gd-based contrast agents is associated with a very low or possibly non-existent risk of developing NSF [54].

**Allergies reactions to Gd-based contrast media**

Incidence of allergies to Gd-based contrast media is low, with a reported prevalence between 0.8 and 2.4% [54]. Most of the adverse effects reported are mild. Only patients with previous allergic reactions to contrast media are considered to be at risk for developing acute adverse reactions after administration of Gd-based contrast media.

**Imaging in pregnant women**

Imaging pregnant women remains a controversial issue as exposure to ionizing radiation or contrast media can be associated with fetal risk and unnecessary avoidance of diagnostic tests can lead to non-diagnosis and worsening of disease. Even if the usage of CT inflicts a much lower dose than the exposure associated with fetal harm, their usage is traditionally withheld in pregnant women.

It is well known that exposure to radiation, accidental or for medical purposes, may have detrimental effects on the embryo and fetus. The most important effects on the fetus are more likely if irradiation is performed between 3 and 17 weeks of gestation, with an irradiation dose higher than 50mGy, and these include malformations, spontaneous abortion, and a diminished IQ and mental retardation [55]. The main determinant of the potential teratogenic effects to the embryo is the radiation dose to the conceptus. The estimated conceptus dose is highly
variable, ranging from close to 0 mGy in head CT, to 25 mGy in abdomino-pelvic CT, or even 34 mGy in CT-aortography [55]. Currently, the Association of American Obstetricians and Gynecologists states that exposure to a single diagnostic procedure with an estimated dose to the conceptus of lower that 50 mGy is not associated with fetal abnormalities or loss of pregnancy [56]. Scanning the head or extremities of the woman has virtually no effect on the fetus. CT pulmonary angiography, a vital diagnostic method in suspected pulmonary embolism, can also be safely achieved, because irradiation to the fetus is low [57]. Abdominal and pelvic CT is recommended in pregnant patients only in situations in which a correct diagnosis is of vital importance. Such situations include severe maternal trauma or urolithiasis complicated by unrelenting pain or fever, and where non-ionizing imaging techniques such as MRI or US have not led to a diagnosis [58]. A single-shot acquisition technique is recommended in order to lower the radiation dose. Women who undergo an imaging procedure with ionizing radiation and then discover that they are pregnant after the procedure need to be appropriately counseled. In the vast majority of such cases, the risks of fetal malformations or childhood cancer are very low. The radiation dose to the conceptus should be calculated and the potential effects correlated with the age of gestation. Therapeutic abortion is very rarely indicated.

In considering available data and the risk of teratogenicity, the ACR concludes that unenhanced MRI is safe during pregnancy, for both foetus and mother, and that no special considerations are recommended for the first (or any other) trimester of pregnancy [37]. But still gadolinium contrast agents should be used for pregnant women only in situations when it significantly improves fetal or maternal outcome [37].

Even if US is routinely used in obstetrics, no data on risks and benefits of CEUS in pregnancies have been made available until now. Animal studies showed no harmful effects with respect to the embryonal, foetal and postnatal development. As a precautionary measure the usage of Sonovue in pregnancies should be avoided [59]. In the literature there are reports of the off-label usage of Sonovue in diagnosing placental or foetal pathology. Worthy of noting is that, during the procedure described, no contrast bubbles were seen in the fetal umbilical circulation [60].

**Conclusion**

Imaging is an indispensable tool in the diagnostic work-up of patients with abdominal pathology. There are numerous indications for each imaging technique and, when properly used, each method can offer crucial information for the diagnosis. US has virtually no contraindications and potential harmful effects of the technique are still a subject of debate. The main disadvantage of CT is exposure to ionizing radiation. Contrast administration in CT can be limited by the presence of allergies and the development of CIN in patients with impaired renal function. MRI has over CT the advantage of not exposing the patient to radiation. Contraindications to MRI are the presence of metallic foreign bodies or MRI “unsafe” implants or devices.
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